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Resource Access Plans 
 
Most of Argument-Centered Education’s partnerships with schools, networks, and districts involve our three-tiered 

service model: curriculum re-design, collaborative professional development, and implementation coaching and 

support.  We do have remote partners, however, who take advantage of one of our Resource Access Plans.  These 

plans afford access to an extensive library of instructional resources for all teachers at a single school, across 

disciplines and grade levels.  

  

Argument-Centered Resource Access – Foundational Plan 

 Full Access to the Partners Resource Library 

Teachers can browse through and access a private library of hundreds of skills-based and content-adapted 

instructional resources, across disciplines and grade levels (6th – 12th grades).  

 Expert Remote Support Service 

Up to six instructional leaders from a school or network can contact Argument-Centered Education via 

email, phone, or Skype to be directed toward particular argument-centered formats, resources, activities, 

assessments, rubrics, projects, or units, with a guaranteed response time of 24-hours or less. 

 Exclusive Debatifier Supplements  

The Debatifier features weekly argument-centered posts that are received by several thousand educators 

around the country.  The Resource Access Plans afford exclusive access to additional materials and 

strategies that extend the ideas in every post.   

 

 

Argument-Centered Resource Access – Heightened Impact Plan 

 Two Argument-Centered Projects Designed and Created for Teachers 

Plan-holding schools can specify the curriculum for which they would like to have two unique and exclusive 

argument-centered instructional projects or assessments designed and created during the semester. This 

benefit means that plan-holding schools go beyond what is available in the ACE library, and instead have 

argument-centered curriculum designed to meet their exact needs.   

 Remote Consulting on Argumentalization 

Up to six instructional leaders from a school or network can receive specific suggestions for argumentalizing 

their current curriculum and instruction.  This consulting work entails our first doing a careful reading and 

review of curriculum in use, and also includes careful analysis of the highest-leverage points to enhance or 

newly add college-directed argumentation and critical thinking activities and projects within instruction.   

 All Benefits Included in the Foundational Plan 

The Heightened Impact Plan includes full access to the Partners Resource Library, expert remote support 

service, and exclusive Debatifier resources.   

  


